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J24 Nationals
SMU Sailing’s annual affair with the J24
continued this year, as a team helmed by
freshmen Collin Lim on Shengli headed to
Changi Sailing Club to race against the J24
fanatics of the east. The regatta seemed a bit
queer without the usual suspect of Angel
sweeping the fleet and also with the traditionally
breezy North East Monsoon yet to sweep through
our shores.
With strong current and light winds being the
settings of Day 1, the team did well to finish the
day on second behind Nils on Bapsy especially
with an engine that refused to be displaced from
the mount and a four loop course. Day 2 saw the
same conditions and despite running Nils close
on many of the races but coming up short just at
the end. Still, congrats to Collin and his team for
holding off the rest of the competition to come in
second.
Off the race course, there were particularly
interesting events, one of which would be the
prize giving ceremony for the championship. As
with all sailing closings, the most common sight
would be beer and we were not to be denied here.
With Starry Nite still in recent memory, the team
cajoled to the celebration in earnest, yet
remaining vigilant of the Merlion effect. The boat
delivery to and fro could also be described as
nothing short of epic with storm, broken engine,
getting stopped by the navy, broken engine again
and more storm coloring the journey to the east
and back.
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‘Mis-matched’
Christmas
Christmas is always that special time of the year
when people do something special to celebrate a
great, some buy each other presents, others having
a good meal, we here at SMU Sailing, steal and
collect presents and feed each other with shots and
every other poisonous substance.
Hosted by our gracious logistics officer to be Yujia,
the party was a joyous occasion with generations of
SMU Sailors taking time out to feast on the spread
of meat and toast to the odd glass of whiskey or
spirit. The theme for this year’s Christmas was
‘Mismatched Twins’. Apparently mismatched was
rather much adhered to with people coming in
boxers, suits, hawker center attire, CWO bibs, you
name it we have it. Kudos have to go to the duo of
Andrea and Chris who came in well pressed and
matching office shirt and tie and with trademark
Musto shorts!
Our thanks also go to Eric would put up a 30 minute video on all the epic moments and
folly that happened at China Cup this year including the mystery of stray topping lift.
And what’s Christmas without a gift exchange. In our traditional SMU Sailing style, gifts
were opened and unwrapped, stolen and stolen once more. Some of the gifts ranged from a
rather practical hammock to the downright bizarre whitening cream and perhaps the
biggest troll, a piece of sunblock being cunningly hidden in well disguised Sperry’s box.
The night ended with some ‘boat pong’ with the SSR boats being lined up against one
another with the helms doing the throwing. What started with downing of vodka shots
became, whiskey shots with fruits, shots with random food pickings and ended with full
shots of Hor Fun and Fried Rice. I kid you not, even the mash potatoes and pumpkins were
not spared from this carnage. Thus ended what was probably the most insane Christmas
celebration we could have had.
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‘Mis-matched’
Christmas

Thanks Yujia once again for opening your house for Christmas and also to everyone
who turned up at training the next day!
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2013
As 2013 slowly rolls into a start with the new term, it is worth taking a moment to
reflect on what has been a very eventful 2012 for SMU Sailing club. We had the
inaugural Asia Pacific Match Race Championship, our sailors racing in Batam,
Thailand, Australia, China and France, 2012 Western Circuit being an awesome success
once again, sailing on the SB20s in the Bay being among the many highlights in an
incredible year.
I’ll like to thank everyone for the help and support given to the club through the whole
2012 and I’m grateful for having such a dedicated team in the 8th Exco, without whom,
nothing would have been done!
All the best to the 9th exco for the coming year.

W ishing you a Happy New Year and a Sailing-crazy 2013!
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